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Chapter 1- Introduction into Enforcement and
Collection of Judgment in Illinois:

As

a litigation attorney, I am hyper aware of the fact that obtaining a

judgment is often the tip of the iceberg in terms of recovering what is owed pursuant to
the terms of the judgment order. At the end of the day, a judgment that you can’t collect
on or enforce is somewhat meaningless to the judgment creditor. The purpose of this
eBook is to offer a practical approach on maximizing a judgment creditor’s collection
efforts to maximize recovery on a judgment.
Prior to initiating any collection efforts, a practitioner must confirm there is a
final and enforceable judgment in place. This is extremely important when there are
multiple issues and parties to a lawsuit, resulting in disposition on some of the claims, but
not all, throughout the course of litigation. For example, if judgment is granted by way of
a summary motion on one, but not all, of the counts in the complaint, you must include
special language in the court order if you want to begin collection efforts before the entire
case is resolved. The magic language in Supreme Court Rule 34 requires the judgment
order state: “there is no just reason for delaying either enforcement or appeal or both.”
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First Things First…

It should be noted that unlike most lawsuits,
domestic relation cases have their own special rules which requires that all
issues be concluded and final prior to an appeal or enforcement, unless there
are express exceptions in Illinois Marriage & Dissolution of Marriage Act. In the
event your judgment is one stemming from a domestic relations case, you
must wait to collect until all issues are final and appealable or you have an
exception within the ambit of that act.
In addition, the judgment debtor must be solvent to begin collection
efforts, therefore confirm your judgment debtor has not filed for bankruptcy
protection before initiating any collection efforts or there may be a violation of
an automatic stay. Further, make sure to provide notice to the judgment debtor
of any collection effort you initiate to avoid violating the judgment debtor’s due
process.
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Chapter 2: Wage Deduction

In a situation where the judgment creditor has information that
a judgment creditor is earning wages, a wage deduction proceeding is
a powerful tool for collecting on a judgment. This statutory proceeding
allows for enforcement of a judgment via a wage deduction order
creates a continuing lien that continues until the judgment is satisfied.
A judgment debtor must be given notice of the wage deduction
proceeding and a right to hearing if he so chooses. If the Court finds
that a wage deduction order is appropriate, the Court will enter an order
whereby a percentage of the judgment debtor’s wages are paid to a
creditor until the judgment is satisfied.
The process begins with the judgment creditor serving the
employer with a wage deduction summons. Upon service of the
summons, a lien is created on the debtor’s wages immediately. It is
important that an employer take this seriously. If the employer fails to
answer the wage deduction proceedings and/or fails to withhold the
wages, a conditional judgment for the entire amount of the judgment
may be entered against it.
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In addition, if multiple wage deduction proceedings are
initiated against a judgment creditor, the employer should honor
them in the order in which they are first served/received on the
employer, and the first in time wage deduction summons should
receive priority and be paid in full until the second wage collection
payment should begin.

Under 735 ILCS 5/12-803, the amount of wages
available for collection is 15 percent of gross wages or the
amount by which disposable earnings for a week exceed 45
times the greater of the federal and Illinois minimum wage.
A creditor can initiate a wage deduction proceeding
pursuant to 735 ILCS 5/12-801, but it is imperative that
there is a final and valid judgment first. Thereafter, the
creditor or their attorney can prepare the wage deduction
notice, a wage deduction affidavit (with interrogatories on
the affidavit) and a wage deduction summons. These forms
must be filed with the clerk of court. The wage deduction
summons will have to be served by a sheriff or process
server on the employer, depending on the local rules of the
county you are filing the proceeding in. The return date is
the date listed on your summons and the date the employer
is to respond by, so long as the employer was properly and
timely served.

If you are an employer who
receives a wage deduction,
make sure to answer the
interrogatories served upon
you via the wage deduction
proceeding in a timely fashion
and file the answer with the
court and serve it upon the
opposing counsel and the
employee so they are aware
that their wages will be
garnished once the creditor
enters the appropriate wage
deduction order in court
(which is known as the return
date).

Once a wage deduction order is entered, the creditor is required to send
a judgment balance certification to the employer each calendar quarter, until the judgment
is satisfied. Please note, there are certain types of employers (such as federal
employees, postal service employees, armed force employees, etc.) that have specific
and special requirements for service of wage deduction summons, so if you are dealing
with a government employee of any sort, make sure to check to confirm whether the
employer you are serving is subject to any special requirements in terms of proceeding on
a wage deduction proceeding.
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Chapter 3: Nonwage Garnishment
A nonwage garnishment is a collection tool that enables a
creditor to step into the debtor’s shoes and recover the assets owed to
the debtor. This is a limited proceeding that should be used with caution
in that you can only initiate these types of proceedings if certain
requirements are met.

The creditor is the garnishor and the party whom the creditor
believes is to be holding assets or property of, or is indebted to, the
judgment debtor. This party is known as the garnishee. Use of a
nonwage garnishment is limited in scope and not every liability owed to a
judgment debtor is within the reach of the affidavit for garnishment. Only
two classes of assets may be garnished under a nonwage garnishment:
(1) a debt for which the judgment debtor could have properly maintained
a proceeding against the garnishee for; and (2) property belonging to the
debtor in the possession, control or custody of the garnishee.
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The indebtedness must
also be presently due at the
time

the

nonwage

garnishment is filed. Further,
the judgment creditor must
have

some

likelihood

to

the

garnishee

is

believe
holding

assets

of

the

judgment debtor, and is not
To be subject to a nonwage garnishment
proceeding, the debt must be legal in nature
and not equitable. For example, equitable
estates or beneficial interests are not
subject to nonwage garnishments, only

allowed to go on a fishing
expedition

to

discover

the

attempt

to

judgment

debtor’s assets.

tangible, legal debts.

Unlike some post-judgment collection tools, if the nonwage
garnishment does not satisfy the entire judgment, this proceeding
cannot be converted into a citation to discover assets.
Lastly, the nonwage garnishment creates a lien, but that lien is
limited. The garnishment lien extends only to those funds in the hands
of the garnishee at the time of service of the garnishment summons,
and remains a lien thereon pending the garnishment proceeding.
Emphasis added. See 735 ILCS 5/12-707(a).
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Chapter 4 – The Citation to Discover Assets:
A Creditor’s Best Friend

Now on to the good stuff...
As many creditors and debt
collection attorneys know, the citation to
discover assets is the dominant postjudgment collection procedure as it can
perform any action that could be
performed by most all other postjudgment procedures. Not only can it be
used to enter an order that could be
entered in a garnishment proceeding,
but can also accomplish some of the

“Essentially,

the citation
to discover assets is a
mechanism to discover
and recover assets.”

See Bloink v. Olson, 265 Ill.App.3d
This is
711 (2nd Dist. 1994).
available not only to the actual
judgment debtor, but also thirdparties, such as banks or
employers, to step into their shoes
and reach assets of the judgment
debtor as well.

more nuanced collection procedures
such as entry of a Charging Order
against the distributional interest of the
judgment debtor who has an interest in
an LLC, and the like.
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More importantly, the citation to
discover
assets
has
a
continuing lien, that does not
accompany
a
traditional
garnishment and provides the
ability to obtain discovery on
assets
belonging
to
the
judgment debtor pursuant to
the liberal construction of the
citation to discover assets
statute.

The citation to discover assets also
allows

a

judgment

creditor

to

essentially go on a fishing expedition,
so long as the judgment creditor has
reason to believe that a respondent is
in possession of the judgment debtor’s
assets. Regan v. Garfield Ridge Trust
& Savings Bank, 247 Ill.App.3d 621
(2nd Dist. 1993).

When I first began practicing, I could not wrap my head around the extensive
rights that the citation to discover assets affords judgment creditors. Lucky
for me, there was nothing more helpful in comparing this post-judgment
remedy to the other more traditional post-judgment remedies than that in the
Illinois Institute for Continuing Legal Education’s “Enforcement of Judgments”
by Robert G. Markoff.
This resource goes into the history of collecting
judgments and is a practical and extremely useful guide as to collecting
judgments
in
Illinois.
(It
can
be
found
online
at:
http://www.iicle.com/links/CredRts09-Ch2-Markoff.pdf ).
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The citation lien does not affect the rights of citation
respondents in property prior to service of the citation on
them and does not affect the rights of a lender or bona fide
purchaser who did not receive notice of the citation. The
lien is effective as soon as it is served on the respondent
(who is either the judgment debtor or the third-party whom
the citation is directed to). Therefore, any transfers of funds
after receipt of the citation are in violation of the citation lien,
without prior court approval for the transfer or disbursement.
See City of Chicago v. Air Auto Leasing Co., 297 Ill.App.3d
873 (1st Dist. 1998). In the event the citation respondent is a
third-party, it is imperative the third-party makes sure to
answer and respond to the citation, even if it is not holding
assets of the judgment debtor. Failure to answer the citation
can result in a conditional judgment against the respondent
for the full balance of the judgment.
There are specific steps a creditor or their attorney
should follow in obtaining a conditional judgment, or it will be
subject to attack, such as service of a summons to confirm
the conditional judgment after petitioning the court for such
relief. Thereafter, if the third-party respondent fails to
answer the citation and the creditor moves to confirm it, and
the third-party still takes no action, the judgment will enter
against them and the creditor can collect on the judgment
against the third-party for the entire amount.

The reach of the citation to discover assets does not end there.
Illinois courts have routinely held that a fraudulent conveyance action could be
pursued in a citation proceeding under 735 ILCS 5/2-1402(c)(6). For example,
the court permitted the citation to reach the indebtedness to the corporate debtor
created when corporate funds were used to pay personal expenses of the
corporation’s officers. Bentley v. Glenn Shipley Enterprises, Inc., 248 Ill.App.3d
367 (4th Dist 1993). The use of a citation to discover assets can also be utilized
to compel a judgment debtor to sell liquid assets to satisfy the judgment as well
as appointing a sequester to sell certain types of property for which there is a
limited market. See Harris Custom Builders, Inc. v. Hoffmeyer, 2001 WL 81161
(N.D. Ill. July 17, 2001).

In addition, Illinois recently enacted a new citation lien procedure
which provides for enforcement help for judgment creditors. The amendment can
be found at 735 ILCS 5/2-1402(k-10) which now provides that a judgment creditor
who discovers property of the judgment debtor subject to the lien of a citation to
discover assets may ask the court to impress a lien against a specific item of
personal property, including a beneficial interest in a land trust.
This is a brief overview on the broad scope of what is clearly the
preferred remedy for creditors to use in collecting on a judgment. I encourage
you to research your issue to confirm whether it falls within the ambit of the
citation to discover assets statute.
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Chapter 5 – Special Procedures for
Collecting on Judgments
This chapter’s purpose is to highlight
some collection procedures that are not as complicated
or common as the citation to discover assets or
garnishments, but should be considered when
attempting to collect on a judgment.

Memorandum of Judgment:
Judgment Liens on Real Property
First, always make sure to record a final and valid judgment against
any real property owned by the judgment creditor. This is effectuated by
having a Judge sign a memorandum of judgment and subsequently recording
that memorandum of judgment in the recorder of deeds where the property is
located. This will create a judgment lien on the debtor’s real property and will
have to be satisfied or settled and released before the property can be sold (or
as part of the closing of a sale). Under Section 12-101, of the IL Code of Civil
Procedure, a judgment is a lien on real property from the date a memorandum
of judgment is properly recorded until seven years from the entry of judgment
unless the judgment is revived.
If your judgment debtor does not own real property (or you aren’t
aware of any) make sure to record the judgment order so it attaches to the
debtor in their personal capacity and will reflect on their credit report until
satisfied.
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The Charging Order:
Enforcing a Judgment against an LLC
Member

Section 30-20 of the LLC Act (found at 805 ILCS 180/30-20) states that
a creditor’s exclusive remedy is to obtain a charging order against an LLC
members distributional interest. Illinois courts have held that this is a special
remedy designed to allow a creditor of an LLC member to realize the value of the
debtor’s distributional interest in the LLC and also protect both the LLC’s ability to
function and the other members LLC interest.
A judgment creditor must file a motion with the Court requesting a
Charging Order on the LLC member’s distributional interest. The LLC does not
need to be named as a party defendant in this post-judgment action. The
charging order will put a lien on the debtor’s LLC interest and any distributions
coming due to the debtor can be paid to the creditor. The lien on the distribution
can also be foreclosed on by the creditor and sold at a Sheriff’s sale or a private
sale, must like any other asset sale. It should be noted that distributional interest
does not include salary, wages, draws or reimbursements. Therefore, the best
practice would be for a creditor to simultaneously file a citation to discover assets
and seek the other assets listed above in conjunction with a charging order on the
distributional assets.
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In conclusion,

this is just a brief
overview of enforcing and collecting on judgments.
If you have any questions or would like a
consultation, contact IllinoisAttorney.com today
and feel free to email me at
katy@illinoisattorney.com.
Until then, may your collection efforts be
plentiful and your pockets full!
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